Near infrared fluorescent trypsin stabilized gold nanoclusters as surface plasmon enhanced energy transfer biosensor and in vivo cancer imaging bioprobe.
The simplicity of the green-synthesized routine and the availability of surface modification of diverse bioactive molecules make noble metal nanostructures highly suitable as multifunctional biomaterials for biological and biomedical application. Here, we report the preparation of trypsin stabilized gold nanoclusters (try-AuNCs) with near-infrared fluorescence for biosensing heparin based on surface plasmon enhanced energy transfer (SPEET) and folic acid (FA) modified try-AuNCs for in vivo cancer bioimaging. The SPEET/try-AuNCs fluorescence biosensor was designed via heparin mediated energy transfer between try-AuNCs and cysteamine modified gold nanoparticles (cyst-AuNPs). The developed SPEET/try-AuNCs fluorescence biosensor allowed sensitive and selective detection of heparin with a linear range of 0.1-4.0 μg mL(-1) and a detection limit (3s) of 0.05 μg mL(-1). The relative standard deviation for eleven replicate detections of 2.5 μg mL(-1) heparin was 1.1%, and the recoveries of the spiked heparin in human serum samples ranged from 97% to 100%. In addition, folic acid was immobilized on the surface of try-AuNCs to ameliorate the specific affinity of AuNCs for tumors, and the near-infrared fluorescent FA-try-AuNCs were applied for in vivo cancer imaging of high folate receptor (FR) expressing Hela tumor. In vivo study of the dynamic behavior and targeting ability of FA-try-AuNCs probe to Hela tumor bearing mice and normal nude mice validated the high specific affinity of FA-try-AuNCs probe to FR positive tumors. The results show that the prepared try-AuNCs have great potential as multifunctional biomaterials for biosensing biomolecules with SPEET mode and in vivo cancer imaging with high targeting ability.